
 

narayan bali puja vidhi pdf free download-1.pdf narayan bali puja vidhi pdf free download-2.pdf If you're looking for a narayan
bali puja vidhi, then you're in the right place! Here are two resources that have just what you need: one with detailed
instructions on performing the ritual and one with a printable PDF that includes all of the necessary prayers and mantras. Pages
1 through 14 of this document contain everything you might want to know before conducting a narayan bali puja, including
information about how to prepare for it. Pages 15 through 20 give directions for conducting the ritual, along with everything you
will need to know about doing so, including the list of items to get for this purpose. Pages 21 through 24 contain all of the
prayers and mantras that are needed to complete this ritual, including the Saptarishis, mantras for fire offerings, and more.
Finally, pages 25 through 27 contain information on how to prepare your altar for this purpose, along with a list of what you
would need in order to conduct a narayan bali puja. 1) A copy of the Narayan Bali Puja Vidhi (a document that contains
detailed instructions on conducting the ritual), printed out on paper. You can find this document here: 2) A fire pit to burn
offerings in. If you don't have access to one, you can make your own out of brick. Here is an instructional video on how to make
a fire pit like the one pictured below: 3) A kamandalu (a vessel used for storing water) for use during the ritual (see picture
below). 4) A kalash (a ritual water receptacle) for use during the ritual (see picture below). 5) The picture of Narayan (a black-
and-white image is preferred, but a colored one will also suffice). 6) The following items for the anjali (an offering to the gods
in each hand or in both hands by making a pranam; see pictures below): 8) Five bananas and five mangoes, broken into pieces
and arranged around the kamandalu on two separate plates. Also, some flowers and leaves that you can use to decorate your
altar. 9) A small lamp to place at the center of the kamandalu. 10) The following items for making the pranams (offerings); see
pictures below: 11) Sandalwood, garlands of sandalwood, arecanut flowers, marigolds, jasmine flowers, marigold seeds, paddy
flower seeds or bangles made of paddy rice grains. You can also choose to use any smaller offering that you have prepared. 12)
Flowers and leaves for garlanding yourself with after completing the ritual. 13) Bhang-e-Tavli (a drink made from hemp).
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